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Abstract

Background
Diffuse large B-cell lymphomas (DLBCLs) are the most common B-cell lymphoma featured as
phenotypically and genetically heterogeneous. Ferroptosis is a new found programmed cell death and
have a crucial role in the chemoresistance of tumor. We aim to build a ferroptosis-related genes (FRGs)
prognostic signature to predict the outcome of DLBCLs.

Methods
Our study retrospectively investigated the mRNA expression level and clinical data of 604 DLBCL patients
from 3 GEO public datasets. A series of bioinformatic approaches including Cox regression analysis,
function enrich analysis, immune in�ltration analysis, ROC curve analysis, Kaplan–Meier survival curve
and the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) method by the corresponding R
packages in R statistical software were combined to explored the heterogenicity of FRG based clusters
and to build prognostic model. Immunohistochemistry was used to exam the protein expression of six
FRGs in different molecular type of DLBCL.

Results
We �rst identi�ed 19 FRGs with potential prognostic values and class�ed the patients into cluster 1 and
cluster 2, Results indicated that cluster 1 tend to have a shorter overall survival (OS) time, while patients
in the two clusters have different patterns of in�ltrating immune cells among. Furthermore, the LASSO
was used to generated a six-genes (GCLC, LPCAT3, NFE2L2, ABCC1, SLC1A5, and GOT1) risk signature
which constructed a risk score formula and prognostic model for the OS of DLBCL patients. Kaplan–
Meier survival analysis proved that poorer OS was exhibited in higher risk patients strati�ed by the
prognostic model in both the training cohort and test cohort. In addition, we constructed nomograms to
predict the OS of DLBCL patients. Both the decision curve(DCA) and the calibration plots showed that the
nomogram had good agreement between predicted results and actual observation. Finally, the validation
by immunohistochemistry indicated the GCLC, LPCAT3, ABCC1, SLC1A5, and GOT1 were high expressed
in DLBCL with various prognostic adverse molecular factor.

Conclusion
In sum, we built a new FRG-based prognostic model which will help improve diagnosis and treatment for
DLBCL patients.

Background
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DLBCLs are heterogeneous disease comprising intermediate- and high-grade B cell lymphomas with
various clinical, pathological, and molecular markers. Quickly determining which patients have poorer
prognoses allows patients to be considered for novel targeted-treatment strategies faster. Clinical
features are used to determine the International Prognostic Index (IPI) and the outcome in DLBCL, but in
the tine of rituximab targeted therapy, the IPI could only interprets less than 25% of variation in OS and
limited separates the highest-risk subgroups[1]. When it comes to molecular factors, three subtypes of
DLBCLs, classi�ed as activated B-cell–like [ABC], germinal-center B-cell–like [GCB], and unclassi�ed, has
been identi�ed according to cell of origin and are widely used in clinical application[2]. Patients with ABC
style are featured by a more aggressive pro�le and activation of NF-κB and B cell antigen receptor
signaling pathways[3, 4], while GCB tumors are often related with aberrant chromatin-modi�cation, PI3K
signaling, and the overexpression of Bcl-2 and MYC through copy number gains or chromosomal
translocations[5, 6]. Currently, researchers also identi�ed four crucial genotypes in DLBCL with different
mutant pattern, epigenetic, and clinical features: MCD de�ned as the co-occurrence of MYD88L265P and
CD79B mutations, EZB de�ned as EZH2 mutations and Bcl-2 translocations, N1 de�ned as NOTCH1
mutations, and BN2 de�ned as Bcl-6 fusions and NOTCH2 mutations[7]. These subtypes are instructional
for precision-medicine strategies, however, due to the characteristics of the gene-expression pro�ling
subgroup, the prognosis prediction of DLBCL patients is still cursory and unsatisfactory and necessitates
new biomarkers for accurate prognosis prediction in DLBCL patients.

Ferroptosis is a novel form of iron-based cell death characterized by lethal excessive accumulation of
iron and lipid peroxidation[8, 9]. It is different from other well-known cell death including autophagy,
necrosis, and apoptosis. Since it was �rstly de�ned in 2012, many genes had been considered as the
regulator or markers of ferroptosis. Increasing researches also proved that the new form of cell death is
related to the tumor suppression of hematological tumor[10, 11]. A study of 114 cancer cell lines proved
that DLBCLs were highly vulnerable to ferroptosis inducers-erastin[12]. Furthermore, ferroptosis may be
induced by dimethyl fumarate, which is a promising option in the treatment of GCB DLBCLs[13]. Hence,
we aimed to dissect the expression patterns of FRGs in the DLBCL patients to facilitate risk strati�cation.

In this study, we made use of trancriptome pro�les and corresponding clinical parameters of DLBCL
patients from GEO public databases to analyze the differential expression of FRGs to identify the
function enriched pathways and their biological functions to investigate the potential biological
mechanisms in DLBCL samples. Furthermore, we also constructed and validated a multigene prognostic
model with six ferroptosis-related genes in the training and testing cohort, which might provide support to
improving the treatment strategies of DLBCL.

Methods

Data sources
All datasets utilized in this study are publicly available. The mRNA expression data and corresponding
clinical information of the three independent cohorts (GSE10846, GSE11318, GSE4475) from the Gene
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Expression Omnibus (GEO) Database were systematical screening. The clinical data of the DLBCL
patients are shown in Table 1. All patients with unclear clinicopathological characteristics, clinical stage,
OS and survival status were excluded. Thereafter, GSE10846 and GSE11318 RNA-seq data were merged
into one new 447 sample cohort. 155 samples from GSE4475 were used as an external validation cohort.
All data were collected on 14 April 2021. The baseline characteristics of DLBCL patients were collected in
the Table 1.

Table 1
The clinical data of DLBCL patients in the GEO dataset.

Clinical Features GSE11318 & GSE10846 GSE4475

Gender: Female/male/NA 189/242/18 67/88/0

Age: >65/≤65/NA 181/231/37 69/86/0

Stage: I/II/III/IV/NA 66/122/96/121/44 25/39/46/31/14

OS: 1/0 179/270 73/82

Comprehensive analyses of FRG based clusters in DLBCL
patients
We reviewed published high level literature on the subject of ferroptosis over the past 3 years and
identi�ed sixty FGRs[9, 14, 15]. The two cohorts were screened for the expression of sixty FRGs.
Univariate Cox regression analysis was executed to explore the correlation between FRGs and survival
data using the R package( Additional �le 1). P < 0.05 was set as the �ltering threshold, and 19 genes were
determined to related with the prognosis of DLBCL. Next, we use the “ConsensusClusterPlus” software
package to perform consensus clustering on the 19 genes. The kilometer and Euclidean distance were
de�ned as cluster analysis and similarity measure. We further analyzed the expression of the 19 FGRs
and survival rate by calculating the DEGs within the two clusters using the limma package. The �ltering
threshold was set at FDR < 0.05 and |log2FC| > 1.2. Further function analysis of biological processes
(BP), molecular functions (MF), and cellular components (CC) regulated by the differently expressed
genes in the two clusters were analyzed based on Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
and Gene Ontology (GO) data using R software, Clusterpro�ler package. We used ESTIMATE package in R
to evaluate the Stromal Score, Immune Score, and ESTIMATE Score. We also used MCPcounter to
determine 10 immune cells scores and ssgsea method in GSVA package to assess immune cells scores.

Establishment and validation of FRG signature
449 samples from GSE10846 and GSE11318 were separated into the training set (70% (317)) and the
testing set (30% (132)). Firstly, we utilized the R software package “survival” to execute univariate Cox
regression analysis on the FRGs with signi�cant prognostic values, and then performed the LASSO cox
regression analysis to eliminate over�tting. Furthermore, we executed multivariate Cox regression
analysis to screen the genes selected as independent prognostic factors of OS, and then calculated the
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regression coe�cients of the genes to select an optimal prognostic model. The risk score of every DLBCL
patient was also evaluated according to the expression level and coe�cient of the six genes, and the
formula was presented as: Risk score = coe��cientgene1 × expressiongene 1 + coe��cientgene 2

×expressiongene 2 + … … coe��cientgene n × expressiongene n.

All samples were departed into two subgroups as high-risk group and low-risk group according to the
calculated median risk score. Subsequently, we executed the Kaplan–Meier survival analysis to contrast
the survival probability between the two subgroups. The validity and effectiveness of prediction in one
year, three years, and �ve years of the polygenic signature was estimated by receiver operating
characteristic(ROC) analysis using “pROC” package. Furthermore, patients in different age, gender, or
disease stage groups were tested by this formula and each group could be further departed into two
subgroups as high-risk and low-risk.

Besides, we also calculated the risk score of DLBCL patients in the testing cohorts and the external
dataset GSE4475 to certify the robustness of the predictive model by the same signature and coe�cients.
Then we constructed the Kaplan–Meier survival and survival ROC curve to demonstrate the predictive
capability of the model in the internal and external validation cohorts.

Construction of a clinical FRGs nomogram for DLBCL
Patients
First, the prognostic value of multi-gene signature and different variables like age, gender and clinical
stage were assessed by performing univariate Cox regression analysis. We also conducted multivariate
Cox regression analysis to con�rm whether the risk score is the independent prognostic factor for OS of
DLBCL. We further employed the “RMS”and “Survival” package to �t regression model and built
nomogram. A correction curve was depicted to estimate the coherence between the nomogram predicted
results and actual observation. Calibration curves of nomograms were calculated to evaluate the
prediction accuracy of the nomogram.

Immunohistochemistry
15 tumor tissues were achieved from the hematology department of Second Xiangya Hospital. Tissue
sections were incubated at 60℃ for 2 hours and then in xylene and in a series of descending ethanol
concentrations for rehydration, The slides were boiled in sodium citrate in a microwave oven for 20
minutes, and then the 3% hydrogen peroxide solution was used to treat the slides for 5 minutes and 5%
goat serum was used to block the non-speci�c antigen for half hour. Antibodies against GCLC (A�nity,
USA), LPCAT3 (Abcam, UK), NFE2L2 (A�nity, USA), ABCC1 (A�nity, USA), SLC1A5 (A�nity, USA), and
GOT1 (A�nity, USA) incubate the sections for 1 hour. The slides was incubated by secondary antibody,
then stained with 3,30 -diaminobenzidine and with hematoxylin, soaked in warm water for 10 minutes,
dehydrated, incubated in dimethylbenzene, and mounted.

Statistical analysis
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SPSS, R software and the GraphPad Prism 7 were employed for the data processing and statistical
analyses. Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses, differential expression analysis, ROC
curve analysis, and Kaplan–Meier survival analysis were constructed by the corresponding R packages in
R software to determine the difference in the OS between the strati�ed groups. Wilcoxon test was
performed to compare the two groups, and Kruskal–Wallis test was employed to compare prognosis
between groups. For each analysis, p < 0.05 was considered as statistically signi�cant.

Results

Molecular classi�cation and veri�cation based on FRGs
We determined 19 FGRs that were associated with the prognosis of DLBCL (Fig. 1A). The result of k = 2
from unsupervised consensus analysis of all samples seemed to be more accurate according to the CDF
curve, which could separate all the samples into two subgroups with the least amount of correlation
between groups (Fig. 1B, C). To �nd out the correlation between the clinical outcome and clustering result,
we contrasted the OS between the two clusters of DLBCL patients and showed that cluster 1(C1) patients
had poorer OS (p < 0.0001) than cluster 2(C2) (Fig. 1D), The heatmap shows that the 19 FRGs were
expressed differently in the two clusters (Fig. 1E). Meanwhile there was no signi�cant difference of age,
gender, and stage between the two subtypes(Fig. 1F).

Identi�cation and functional annotation analyses of DEGs
We detected the differential expression pro�le between C1 and C2, and uncovered that 248 genes were
up-regulated, 1,242 genes were down-regulated (Additional �le 2) in C2 than C1(p < 0.05, |log2FC| > 1.2).
The representative 100 DEGs is displayed as volcano plot and heatmap in Figure 2A, 2B. These 1,490
DEGs were investigated by GO annotation and KEGG pathway enrichment to search their functions. As
the chord plots show (Fig. 2C–2E), the main biological processes (BP) participating were the regulation of
ion membrane transport and the modulation of chemical synaptic transmission, trans-synaptic signaling,
and metal ion transport. The enriched cellular component (CC) terminology were the apical plasma
membrane, collagen containing extracellular matrix, transmembrane transport complex, and ion channel
complex. The molecule function (MF) mainly regulated amide binding, gated channel activity, and peptide
binding (Additional �le 3). Biological function related to iron ion molecular, such as ion channel and ion
gated channel activities were signi�cant enriched. As KEGG pathway analysis revealed (Fig. 2F, Additional
�le 4), the calcium signaling pathway, the PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, and the MAPK signaling pathway
which are crucial for cellular proliferation and cell cycle regulation of lymphoma were signi�cantly
enriched[16].

FRG based cluster was signi�cantly associated with
immune function
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We compare the immunity scores between the two ferroptosis subtypes demonstrated signi�cant
differences of tumor microenvironment (TME), including Stromal Score (p < 0.001) and Immune Score (p
< 0.001). The C2 re�ected higher Stromal Score and ESTIMATE Scores compare to C1(Fig. 3A). The
Stromal Score present the frequency of stromal components in TME and ESTIMATE Score was the sum
of Immune Score and Stromal Score re�ecting the comprehensive proportion of both stromal
components and immune cells in TME. MCPcounter analysis unveiled that immune scores of CD8 T cells,
B lineage, NK cells, and neutrophils were signi�cantly higher in C1 than C2, while the immune scores of
cytotoxic lymphocytes and endothelial cells were signi�cantly higher in C2 than C1(Fig. 3B). Implying that
ferroptosis may have a profound impact on TME in DLBCL. Ssgsea analysis showed that activated B cell,
activated dendritic cell, MDSC, NK T cell, effector memory CD8 T cell, and plasmacytoid dendritic cell
scores had a higher abundance in C1 than C2, while activated CD4 T cell, activated CD8 T cell, effector
memory CD4 T cell, type 2 T helper cell, type 17 T helper cell, regulatory T cell, gamma delta T cell, CD56
bright NK cell, macrophage, mast cell, NK cell, eosinophil, and neutrophil scores were higher in C2 than C1
(Fig. 3C). Furthermore, we plot immune score heatmaps between two molecular subgroups (Fig. 3D).

Construction of FRGs signature for OS in the training cohort
Seven FRGs were identi�ed as associated with OS (Fig. 4A, Additional �le 5), and the �nal multigene
prognostic signature for OS used a six-gene signature composed of GCLC, LPCAT3, NFE2L2, ABCC1,
SLC1A5, and GOT1 based on the optimal value of lammda (0.008845861) (Fig. 4B). The prognostic
Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of these six genes showed that the high expression of GCLC, LPCAT3,
SLC1A5, ABCC1 and GOT1 were associated with poor prognosis, while NFE2L2 was related to good
outcome (Fig. 4C). The risk score was calculated as follows: (GCLC × 0.47) + (LPCAT3 × 0.1) + (NFE2L2 ×
-0.31) + (ABCC1 × -0.1) + (SLC1A5 × 0.2) + (GOT1 × 0.35). The DLBCL patients were strati�ed into two
subgroups, a high-risk group (n=158) or a low-risk group (n=159), according to the median cut-off value
(p = 0.00071) (Fig. 4D). As shown in Figures 4E, A higher ratio of patient died in the high-risk group. The
expression level of the six FRGs in two group were presented as heatmap(Fig. 4F). Consistently, the
Kaplan-Meier survival curve calculated that the high-risk group had a poorer OS than the low-risk group
(Fig. 4G). The time-dependent ROC curves estimated the predictive performance of the risk score for OS.
The area under the curve (AUC) reached 0.659 at one year, 0.694 at three years, and 0.699 at �ve years
(Fig. 4H).

Internal and external validation of the prognostic signature
in the veri�cation group
To evaluate the robustness of the six-genes signature constructed in the training cohort, the DLBCL
patients from the veri�cation cohort were also separated into two risk groups by the median value
generated by the same formula performed in the training cohort. Similar to the results obtained in the
training cohort. Patients with high-risk tend to correlated with worse OS status than those with low-
risk(p<0.0001), and the ROC curve of the prognostic signature identi�ed that AUC was 0.718 at one year,
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0.742 at three years, and 0.742 at �ve years which clari�ed a satisfactory accuracy of the model (Fig. 5A-
5E). Furthermore, the patients from the independent cohort (GSE4475) were also categorized into two risk
groups using the same formula (Fig. 5F), and the OS status based on risk score and heatmap of the
expression level of the six genes was distributed in Figure 5G and 5H. The results were consistent with
those obtained from both the testing cohort and the training cohort. The K-M plot presented that the
DLBCL patients in high-risk group had a poorer OS compared with those in the low-risk group(p=0.0016)
(Fig. 5J), and the ROC curve analysis showed that AUC of the six-gene signature was 0.612 at one year,
0.628 at three years, and 0.612 at �ve years (Fig. 5I).

Analysis of the risk model and clinical characteristics
The risk score analysis in the training cohort found that the six-gene prognostic signature could also
categorize the diverse age, gender, and stage groups into high- and low-risk. The DLBCL patients were
strati�ed by age (>65y subtype, <65y subtype), gender (female subtype, male subtype) and stage (stage
I/II subtype, stage III/IV subtype). All subtypes were tested by the FRG based model and showed
signi�cant shorter OS in the high-risk group (Fig. 6A-6F). These results further indicated that our model
has good predictive function in different clinical signs. The risk score was also compared between
different age/gender/stage/molecular subtypes. The results showed the risk score was signi�cant higher
in C1 than C2, as well as higher in >65y subtype than <65y subtype. (Fig. 6G-6J)

Construction of a nomogram of DLBCL patients
The Univariate Cox regression analyses indicated that risk score of the six-genes signature were
signi�cantly related to the OS status of DLBCL patients and that the prognostic signature could
successfully predict OS in the merged cohort (Fig. 7A). Then the multivariate Cox regression analysis
results also identi�ed that risk score of the prognostic signature (HR = 3.1, p < 1e-5) were associated with
the OS (Fig. 7B). Nomograms show risk model results intuitively and conveniently, with the length of the
lines representing the impact of different variables on the outcome. We incorporated a multivariate
analysis of the results which included clinical characteristics and the novel FRGs prognostic signature
together, to generate a hybrid nomogram model for predicting the one-, three-, and �ve-year death rate
(Fig. 7C). The nomogram showed that the risk score contributes more to the total score than other
variables. The one-, three-, and �ve-year death rate of patients increased as the total score increased. The
calibration plots approached 45° and showed satisfactory agreement between the predicted OS rates and
actual observations at one, three and �ve years (Fig. 7D), indicating that the nomogram performed stable
and accurate. The risk score and the nomogram both had good reliability based on the DCA. Rather than
a single independent predictive factor, the hybrid nomogram could obtain the optimal net bene�t at one,
three and �ve years (Fig. 7E).

Expression levels of key genes in the DLBCL samples with
different molecular feature
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To investigate the clinical signi�cance of this six genes, we used immunohistochemistry to exam the
expression of the six key genes in DLBCL samples with different prognostic molecular feature, which
include DLBCL with ABC type, DLBCL with GCB type, DLBCL with double hit(DLBCL-DH), DLBCL with
double expressors(DLBCL-DE) and DLBCL with TP53 mutant(DLBCL-TP53). The result showed that the
protein expression levels of GCLC, LPCAT3, ABCC1, SLC1A5, and GOT1 are expressed relatively higher in
DLBCL-ABC, DLBCL-DH, DLBCL-DE, DLBCL-TP53 than in DLBCL-GBC samples and the NFE2L2 had a
higher expression in DLBCL-GCB than that of DLBCL-ABC, DLBCL-DH, DLBCL-DE, DLBCL-TP53. (Fig. 8)

Discussion
DLBCL is known as a clinical and molecular heterogeneous malignant hematological tumor. Various
classi�cation methods, and molecular markers have been established to characterize this disease[17]. To
develop practical molecular markers related to DLBCL prognosis, we have identi�ed a signature of six
FRGs by using high-throughput expression analysis. Ferroptosis is a novel explored programmed cell
death modality. It could reverse resistance of tumor cells to chemotherapy drugs and as well promote
removal of defective cells[18]. Consequently, ferroptosis is potentially a novel mechanism for tumor
therapy. Several researches have concentrated on the role of ferroptosis in DLBCL treatment and
development[12, 13].

In our study, based on the expression pro�le of FRGs, consensus clustering analysis divided the DLBCL
patients in two clusters. The results showed obvious differences in OS between the two clusters. C1
patients had a much worse prognosis than C2. Further analyses uncovered DEGs between the two
clusters. KEGG pathway analyses unveiled the genes participated in PI3K-Akt pathway and the calcium
signaling pathway. Both of these pathways participate in the pathogenesis of lymphoma. The PI3K-Akt
pathway is frequently activated in a variety of solid tumors and hematological malignancies, hence, PI3K
was considered as an attractive therapeutic target in oncology. Currently, two PI3K inhibitors, copanlisib
and idelalisib, have been approved for use in the leukaemias and B cell lymphoma[19–21]. Calcium
signaling also paticipate the GA101-induced cell death in lymphoma cells[22]. Recent evidence indicates
that Ca2+ ions play an important role in cell death mediated by oxidative glutamate toxicity or oxytosis, a
form of programmed cell death similar to ferroptosis[23]. The GO enrichment mainly included several
iron-related biological processes or molecular functions, such as ion gated channel activity and ion
channel activity. We speculated that ferroptosis was related to ion transport in DLBCL pathogenesis. In
this study, we also found the C1 group have a smaller ratio of the stromal components. MCPcounter
analysis showed a larger percentage of CD8 T cells, B lineage, NK cells, and neutrophils in C1 than C2,
and ssgsea analysis presented a larger ratio of activated B cell, effector memory CD8 T cell, activated
dendritic cell, MDSC, NK T cell, and plasmacytoid dendritic cell scores in TME. Among these immune cell
types, a higher proportion of NK cell was correlated with poorer DLBCL outcome, but dendritic cells might
contribute to longer OS[24]. Since the main feature of MDSC is their potent immune suppressive activity,
the stronger immunosuppressive effect of MDSC might contribute to the poor prognosis of the high-risk
group[25]. Regulatory T cells and CD4+ T cells, which had a correlation with improved survival in DLBCL
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has a lower ratio in the C1 subtype[24, 26]. These results con�rm that ferroptosis has a regulatory effect
on the TME.

Previous studies have proved that ferroptosis-inducer erastin is useful for inducing cell death in 114
DLBCL cell lines[12]. Ferroptosis might also be induced by dimethyl fumarate which is a promising novel
therapeutic option in the treatment of GCB DLBCL, but the correlation between ferroptosis and DLBCL
patients' OS remains largely unclear. In this study, we identi�ed the novel risk scoring model constructed
by six genes (GCLC, LPCAT3, NFE2L2, ABCC1, SLC1A5, and GOT1) to classify DLBCL patients into two
classes and predicted the OS of DLBCL patients independently. Gene markers related to ferroptosis were
established, and the expression level of the six genes are not in�uenced by the variances in the underlying
diseases of DLBCL, indicating that the constructed prognosis signature could be well performed in
different types of DLBCL patients. Moreover, the hybrid nomogram based on the six-gene signature also
provide support to clinicians to develop optimal treatment strategies. By concentrating on the function of
the six ferroptotic genes, former researches have showed that the six genes play key roles in the
development of cancer cells.

GCLC is a rate-limited enzyme that primarily regulates de novo synthesis of glutathione. It has been
revealed that activation of GCLC is related to drug resistance in various tumors, like breast, head, lung,
and neck cancers[27–29]. LPCAT3 is an enzyme that primarily maintain systemic homeostasis by
transfer lysophosphatidylcholine to phosphatidylcholine in the liver. It also participates in the intestinal
stem cell growth and phospholipid remodeling and tumorigenesis[30, 31]. NFE2L2 is a main regulator of
the antioxidant response and regulates the activity of several ferroptosis and lipid peroxidation-related
proteins[32]. ABCC1 plays a pivotal role in protecting cells by removal a vast array of drugs to sub-lethal
levels. In the last decade many studies clari�ed the mechanisms of function and molecular
characteristics of ABCC1 [33]. SLC1A5 is a cell surface solute-carrying transporter that facilitates uptake
of neutral amino acids[34]. Blocking SLC1A5 to prevent glutamine uptake successfully restrains tumor
cell proliferation in melanoma[35], breast cancer[36], and acute myeloid leukemia[37]. GOT1 plays an
active role in ROS balance and energy metabolism in chronic acidosis stress[38]. Few studies on the role
of these genes played in DLBCL patients' prognosis have been reported and their in�uence on the
development of ferroptosis needs to be clari�ed. We further evaluated the protein expression level of the
six genes in the DLBCL clinical samples with different molecular types. Double-hit lymphoma, double-
expressor lymphoma and DLBCL with TP53 mutant were all known for poor outcome, long term survivors
are rare[39, 40], and GCB DLBCL have more favorable outcomes than those with ABC DLBCL when
treated with standard immunochemotherapy[41]. In our results, the DLBCL with adverse molecular factor,
which include DH, DE, TP53 and ABC type, manifested a more positive expression of GCLC, LPCAT3,
ABCC1, SLC1A5 and GOT1 than the GCB DLBCL, while NFE2L2 had the reverse tendency. These results
supported that GCLC, LPCAT3, ABCC1, SLC1A5 and GOT1 are inclined to be the adverse prognostic
biomarkers, while the NFE2L2 is apt to be a protective factor in DLBCL.

Conclusion
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In summary, our research used a large database to establish a novel six-gene signature model related to
FRGs for predicting the prognosis of DLBCL patients. This prognostic model provides potential value for
guiding the therapy and offer insights into the identi�cation of potential biomarker of outcome in DLBCL.
But we still need further intensive experimental veri�cation and prospective cohort studies to prove the
potential mechanism of FRGs in DLBCL.
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Figures

Figure 1

Molecular classi�cation and veri�cation based on FRGs. (A) Forest plots show the association between
gene expression of FGRs and OS by univariate Cox regression analysis. (B) The consensus score matrix
of all samples when k = 2. A higher consensus score between two samples indicates they are more likely
to be grouped into the same cluster. (C) The cumulative distribution functions of the consensus matrix for
each k (indicated by colors). (D) The OS of DLBCL patients in the two clusters demonstrated by Kaplan-
Meier curves. (E) Heatmaps show the different expression levels of the 19 FRGs. (F) Composition ratio of
the two subgroups in clinical characteristics such as stage, age, gender, and outcome.
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Figure 2

Identi�cation and functional annotation analyses of the DEGs. (A) Volcano plot of the DEGs between C1
and C2 groups. Upregulated genes present as red nodes, downregulated genes present as blue nodes, and
genes with no differences present as black nodes. (B) Heatmap of DEGs to visualize gene expression
levels. (C-E) The top ten signi�cant GO terms DEGs are displayed. (F)Top eight KEGG pathways of the
DEGs are displayed.
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Figure 3

Relationship between TME and FRGs based subtypes. (A) Boxplot shows the Stromal Score, Immune
Score, and ESTIMATE Score between the two clusters. (B) Boxplot shows the abundance of 10 immune
cells in C1 and C2. (C) Boxplot shows the abundance of 28 immune cells between the two clusters. (D)
Heatmap for immune responses based on ESTIMATE, MCPcounter, and ssGSEA algorithms in the two
subtypes.
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Figure 4

Identi�cation of a six FRGs risk signature for OS of DLBCL in the training cohort. (A) LASSO coe�cient
spectrum of six genes in DLBCL patients. (B) Cross-validation for tuning parameter selection in the
proportional hazards model. (C) Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of the DLBCL patients in low- and high-
risk groups. (D) Risk score in low- and high-risk groups. (E)Survival time and survival state of the patients
(F) Heatmap of the six genes in the two-risk group. (G) The KM survival curve of the two groups, the high-
risk group showed worse OS status than that of low-risk group in the training cohort. (H) Time dependent
ROC curve of the prognostic signature in the training cohort.
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Figure 5

Internal and external validation of the six-gene signature. (A) Distribution of DLBCL patients and (B) OS
status according to the median risk scores in the testing cohort. (C)Heatmap of the six genes in the two-
risk group of testing group. (D) ROC curve and KM survival analysis(E) of the prognostic signature in
testing cohort. (F)Distribution of DLBCL patients and (G) OS status according to the median risk scores in
the independent cohort (GSE4475). (H)Heatmap of the six genes in the two-risk group of the independent
cohort. (I) ROC curve and KM survival analysis(J) of the prognostic signature in the independent cohort
(GSE4475).
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Figure 6

Connection between the FRGs signature and other clinical characteristics in the training cohort. The OS
status for the two groups (high risk vs. low risk) assigned by age(A,B), gender(C,D) and clinical stage(E,F).
The comparison of risk score in DLBCL patients strati�ed by different age, gender, stage and molecular
subtypes(G-J).
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Figure 7

Construction of a nomogram of DLBCL patients. (A) Univariate Cox regression analysis presented as
forest plot and showed the correlations between gender, age, clinical stage, risk factors and the OS
survival of DLBCL patients. (B) Multivariate Cox regression analysis showed the correlation between risk
score, clinical parameters and OS status. (C) The nomogram to predict the OS of patients. (D) The
calibration curve revealed that the nomogram could predict OS with highly consistency with the actual
OS. (E) DCA curves indicated that the nomogram had optimal clinical net bene�ts.
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Figure 8

Differences in protein expression of the key genes in DLBCL tumor tissue by immunohistochemistry.
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